1 These have been discussed briefly in Karničar 2003 . We also find scattered comments on the Gailtal dialect in Jarnik's Versuch eines Etymologikons, but these will be left out of the discussion here. In 1822, Jarnik wrote Kleine Sammlung solcher altslavischer Wörter, welche im heutigen windischen Dialekte noch kräftig fortleben (Ein Beytrag zur Kenntnis der hochslovenischen Büchersprache), published in Klagenfurt. I have not seen this book, and hence do not know whether it contains any specific information about the Gailtal dialect.
2 In about 15 lemmata Pleteršnik gives an example, set word combination, or expression from the manuscript. The manuscript itself consists of about 20 pages of dialect information and is kept in the National and University Library in Ljubljana. Although Jarnik's material provides an interesting and early source of the Gailtal dialect, it is important to be aware of a number of issues that complicate the use of Jarnik's data. To begin with, Jarnik does not always state whether the words he discusses are from the Gailtal, from other parts of Carinthia, or from other Slovene dialects. Due to the standardization Jarnik employs in his spelling, it is often impossible to identify the provenance of a word. A good example of this is a letter to Primic from the middle of 1811 (Kidrič 1934: 97ff.) . Jarnik analyses several Slovene words. Some of these seem to be from Carinthia (e.g., perſedlo), but it is difficult to determine whether these words were also used in the Gailtal. Other words Jarnik discusses cannot be from any Carinthian dialect (e.g., zhés, kadílo). Words like pogoriſhzhe are either from the Gailtal, or from more central Slovene dialects, but not from other Carinthian dialects, where the cluster would be simplified and one would expect *pogoriſhe. In this study, only those words have been incorporated that are either specifically said to be from the Gailtal (also Oberkärnten), as well as those that show features that are specific to the Gailtal dialect. I am aware that, by incorporating the latter group, the picture we get of the Gailtal dialect as it was spoken by Jarnik is somewhat distorted, and it looks more aberrant than it is in reality.
Further, the material Jarnik provides is by no means complete. The most striking feature that is missing from his data is the pitch-accent.
3 It is also clear that his notation is not always consistent. The German alphabet does not allow Jarnik to notate all phonological distinctions, but several remarks in his letters show that he was aware of certain distinctions that remain obscure in his transcriptions most of the time. In spite of their limitations, Jarnik's discussions of his native dialect in his letters can be regarded as the first serious treatment of Slovene dialectal material (cf. the overview in Toporišič 1962: 385-386) . In the letters, there is a relatively large number of elsewhere unattested words. These are probably the most important contribution of Jarnik's letters to our knowledge of the Gailtal dialect. The number of elsewhere unattested forms is relatively large, because Jarnik wrote the letters for the express purpose of pointing out in which respect his dialect differed from the rest of Slovene. His focus is for a large part on lexical and ethnological curiosities, rather than on phonological or grammatical features. He gives linguistic information on a few occasions, and on these occasions his notation of the dialect is clearly closer to the phonetic reality. The following phonological and grammatical differences from standard Slovene or the other Carinthian dialects have been observed by Jarnik in his letters:
1. Palatalization of h and k to ſh (š) and zh (č) respectively before front vowels. Jarnik does not mention the palatalization of g to j, which he writes in e.g., drujega.
2. The loss of v (w) between two non-front vowels. Although Jarnik mentions this development, he hardly ever writes it: sdrava, kravaríza, dobrava, but ſtăă and ſhliſhāā in his first letter to Kopitar.
3. v for l before non-front vowels and consonants. This dialectal feature is often omitted from the notation, e.g., planiniti with l occurs beside the l-ptc.f.sg. pvanuva (for *planinuva?) with v. Cf. also pólzha 'weeds', which is pronounced as povzha 114 Slovenski jezik -Slovene Linguistic Studies 6 (2007) (pawča), and which Jarnik derives from pléti 'to weed'. If this derivation is incorrect, and it may well be, the l of pólzha is a mere speculation.
4.
Original dl where Standard Slovene has l (and dv before non-front vowels), e.g., kridvo 'skirt', pl. kridle. We also find standardized krilo.
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. n for final m. Often, Jarnik writes final -m, especially in 1sg. pres. forms, but not in all forms. We do find man, béſn, and nieſen. In the last two examples one observes the dilemma Jarnik faced when he had to write a syllabic n. Usually, Jarnik writes en (reshálen, prízhen), but the absence of a vowel between ſ and n in béſn shows that the ə of an earlier *bẹsən had already completely disappeared.
6. ſhzh (šč) where Standard Slovene also has šč, but the rest of Carinthia has ſh. Since in this respect the dialect does not deviate from the standard, Jarnik faithfully writes ſhzh, e.g., in ſragiſhzhe, ſriſhzhe etc.
7. The diphthongs i(j)e (/iə/) and ue (/uə/) are sometimes distinguished in his letters to Kopitar, but Jarnik often writes e and o, mostly with an acute: é and ó. Jarnik uses the spelling nieſim in a letter to Primic (no. 32), when he discusses the way this verb is pronounced and how it might be spelled. Jarnik rarely distinguishes the diphthongs je and wo from e and o, e.g., jeden, zhernjèlo, and possibly bjedra, but not in p 'beri, shena, wigrebſti, koshuh, moje. In his letter to Kopitar of 1 December 1813, Jarnik mentions the difference between /e/, /ẹ/, and the diphthong /je/: "Die Gailthaler [...] pflegen in vielen W: e͡ a statt e und é zu sprechen". He writes zhe͡ as, mre͡ as, t'nje͡ aka, tre͡ apvo, ſve͡ azhan (elsewhere ſvèzhen), and zhe͡ ara with the diphthong e͡ a. In this letter, he also uses e͡ a to write final unstressed [ε] in v'roze͡ a, potoze͡ a, and jutre͡ a.
8. The use of the prefix wì-, which is otherwise attested (be it scarcely) in Western Slovene dialects. Jarnik dedicates a whole letter to Primic to this prefix (Kidrič 1934: 124-128) . The spelling wì-probably reflects bə-(see below). The suffix seems to have enjoyed some productivity in the prehistory of the Gailtal dialect. All attested verb forms with this suffix can be found in the lexicon at the end of the article under wì-.
9. The conditional auxiliary bé, derived from the aorist of 'to be', with inflected forms and a few examples of its use.
10. Ablaut of the type brieg, brégu, ſrésti ſe, me je ſriedu, ſrédva, riezh, rézhi, piezh, pézhi, Bu͡ əg, Bogu, ru͡ əg, rogu, ſtu͡ əg, ſtogu . Remarkably enough, Jarnik writes the closed o of Bogu, rogu, ſtogu without an acute, unlike the closed e in brégu, ſrésti ſe etc.
Some aspects of the phonology of Jarnik's language are obscured by the fact that the German alphabet does not provide a straightforward way of presenting them. Jarnik had to use the five vowels a, e, o, i, and u to describe a system with eight vowels (a, e, o, ẹ, ə, ọ, i, and u) , distinctive vowel length, and four diphthongs (je, wo, iə, and uə) . To be able to distinguish between these vowels, Jarnik at times uses acute and grave accents to indicate vowel quality and/or length. He does not, however, use the accents regularly. The accuracy with which the accents are employed varies per letter. The accents Jarnik employs are specifically not used to denote stress or pitch. Since most quality distinctions are found in stressed position only, the net result is that in most cases the stress will be on the vowel which is written with an accent over it.
One of the aspects of the Gailtal dialect that turns up in the linguistic literature is the fact that the falling stress of original mobile words generally lies on its ProtoSlavic place, i.e., on the first syllable of a word, rather than on the following syllable, as in the Slovene standard. There are only a few indications for this in Jarnik's material, mainly because the place of the accent is not indicated directly. We do find reflexes of initial stress in néhti, rézhi, and pézhi. Néhti 'someone' should probably be derived from *nekъto > *nehtûə > *nèhtu > *nẹhtə >> nẹhti (with -i from pronouns like *tisti, *toti, etc.). These forms must be initially stressed, since pretonic -e-would become -ə-, which is always written without an accent.
The difference between é and è, and between ó and ò is generally that between a closed and an open vowel respectively. We find e.g., dróshje, sgóni, béſn, néhti, ſedéa with a closed vowel, and mòsh, samòkel, gredò , jèrek, and shènzh with an open vowel.
5 The e is also used to write a schwa. As already mentioned, an e that stands for ə is never written with an accent. The distribution of é, ó, è, and ò is, however, not as straightforward as it may seem at first glance. Not only does Jarnik often omit the accent, he also sometimes uses it for the notation of diphthongs. The open diphthongs, je and wo, are sometimes spelled with a grave: (j)è, ò (wò would be expected, but it is not attested), e.g., in shálikshène, zhernjèlo, and mòra. Similarly, and more often, the closed diphthongs iə and uə are spelled é and ó, e.g., in zéla, wìlétati, gnój, and ſpóvad. A number of times, Jarnik writes an acute over e and o before tautosyllabic j, e.g., in kój (also koj), nékéj (also nékej), and méjſhta. This is a result of the raising of *o and *e before tautosyllabic j. This is confirmed by examples adduced by Grafenauer and Logar, such as srẹjščĕ (Grafenauer) and pẹ:jčẹ (Logar, loc. sg.) . Before heterosyllabic j, e, and o are apparently also closed (ẹ and ọ), and Jarnik employs the acute accordingly: ſedéa and téa. In this respect, my own field material differs from that of Grafenauer and Logar. Where my data are in accordance with Jarnik's data (sədẹja, tẹja), Grafenauer and Logar have an open vowel (Grafenauer dəžé i̯ a, mé i̯ a, Logar pré:jà, kənđé:ià) . Once, Jarnik uses a grave where one would expect an acute and once vice versa, viz. in drèse and kónj. Perhaps the infinitives vtézhi and wìtézhi also show a wrong acute (in two separate letters), but it should be noted that the present day dialect of Potschach has tèjči. If Jarnik had the same form, one would probably expect *téjzhi, with an acute because of the following j. The omission of post-vocalic j in Jarnik's notation -tézhi can be ascribed to influence from the standard language.
The use of accents on the other vowels appears to serve a slightly different purpose than the accentuation of e and o. Not much can be concluded about the accentuation of u, since it occurs only three times (viz. in búzati, gertúne, and vapúza, all in letter no. 15 to Primic). Accented i is much more frequent. It seems that acute í indicates an accented i. However, it can be argued that the reason why Jarnik places an accent over the i is either the length or the quality of the vowel, rather than the fact that the i is stressed. In the present day dialect, phonetic [i] occurs virtually only in stressed position. Unstressed i became ə, except in final position. In final posttonic position, the i became more centralized, but remained phonemically distinct from ə (see Grafenauer (1905: 197) , who writes ė for unstressed i in final position). According to Paulsen, i is reduced to ə in final position in Sankt Štefan, the birthplace of Jarnik (1935: 110) , as well, a development that may well have taken place before Jarnik's period.
An i with a grave is only used by Jarnik in letter no. 36 to Primic, and once in letter no. 8 to Kopitar (bômì). In the letter to Primic, ì has been attested in the following words: dat.sg. tì (also ti), popìti, wìſìſáli, and in the prefix wì-in a large number of words. In my opinion, ì is an etymological spelling for ə. If one focuses on the prefix wì-and on bômì, one might get the impression that ì is distinct from i and í and reflects Proto-Slavic *y. This is exactly what Jarnik suggests when he writes "Pàrvo lice u višebrojniku na my město na mo, n. p. damy, delamy, widimy itd. město: damo, delamo, widimo itd." (1842: 55). Further on, Jarnik writes: "Několiko ženskih samostavnih imade u višebrojniku i (y), n. p. bukwy (knjige), ziby (u broju II. bukle, buklice)" (ibidem). Elsewhere in his article, Jarnik also uses the letter y in the prefix wy. These all appear to be etymological spellings. As dat. sg. tì, and, even more, wìſìſáli seems to indicate, ì was at least in some cases used for ə. In the 1842 article, there is evidence that Jarnik's y in wy-and in the feminine pl. ending reflects a front vowel. With regard to the plural ending Jarnik writes "imade u višebrojniku i (y)". Also, the fact that, both in bukwy and in the prefix wy-, Jarnik writes w instead of v (as in e.g., bèsva [1842: 56]) points to a front vowel, considering "što izgovaraju Ziljani v [...], kad sledi pošle njega i ili e, izgovaraju kao němački w" (idem: 54). This corresponds to present day Potschach, where we find the prefix bə-, not *wə-. It follows that in these cases y reflects (earlier) i.
As far as the 1pl. pres. ending -mì/my is concerned, there is reason to believe that it does not reflect *my. In the present day dialect of Potschach, the 1pl. pres. ending is -mu. 6 Jarnik's ending -mì/-my matches this ending, when one takes into consideration Paulsen's observation that final -u had become -ə in Sankt Štefan by 1935. When we combine this with the spelling wìſìſáli for (*bə)səsáli, and with the fact that wy-/wì-reflects (earlier) *vi-, it becomes plausible that Jarnik's y in his 1842 article and ì in his letters simply reflect ə. The spelling popìti must be a mistake for *popíti (cf. wìpíti), and, conversely, wìſíſáti is a mistake for *wìſìſáti (cf. wìſìſáli). Once we find unaccented i for ə, viz. in ſim 'am', in a folk song which Jarnik wrote down for Kopitar. In the same song we also find the variant ſem, and in one of his other letters Jarnik writes ſen.
In four cases, Jarnik uses a circumflex accent instead of an acute or a grave, once on an o (bômì), and three times on an u (Ruſûla, ſhû, prezvetûjaſh, in two different letters). Again, the accent does not denote tone. Although one would expect a falling tone in bômì, ſhû, and prezvetûjaſh, a rising tone would be expected in Ruſûla. All of the 150 odd nouns with a stressed suffix -úlja listed in Pleteršnik have a rising tone. It seems Jarnik's use of the circumflex instead of an acute is purely decorative.
In a few of his letters to Kopitar, Jarnik uses the apostrophe as a distinctive symbol in the notation of several words. We find the apostrophe in the following words: lip 'za, lub'zo, sad', béſ'n, p'rməknía, t'nje͡ aka, r'sbieſhat, in the prefix p'-in p'tép (next to potép), p'tieplſh, p'beri, p'ledan, p'ſnev, and in the prepositions k', v' and s' (also 's) . In most of these cases, the apostrophe stands for -ə-in unstressed position. The use of the apostrophe with the prepositions only seems to indicate that they should be taken together with the following word, not that they are pronounced ending in a -ə. The notation of p'rməknía, r'sbieſhat, and the forms with p'-indicate that vowels in pretonic position were already reduced and had merged into ə in Jarnik's times. Vowel reduction in posttonic position is also clearly reflected in a number of forms. Reduction of post-tonic e or o to a is reflected in savershanik and obrank, and in the verbal endings of sadénaſh, prezvetûjaſh etc. Posttonic i is reduced to ə in the suffix -iza: lip 'za, lub'zo, prahezo . In a few cases, Jarnik writes the i anyway: vidlize, jamizo. When the ə is preceded by a resonant, it is syncopated: merselza, kobílza. Before v, the unstressed ə becomes u: pvanuva. All these features are also found in the present day dialect.
A problem Jarnik is presented with, when spelling his language with the German alphabet, is the notation of syllabic resonants. It has been demonstrated above that Jarnik had a syllabic n in his dialect, which was written en or n. Syllabic m does not occur in the words which Jarnik uses, and syllabic l occurs too infrequently to provide a solid basis for analysis of its notation. On the basis of the twentieth-century material from the Gailtal, one can also posit vocalic /r/ as a separate phoneme, which is pronounced as [ər] . Jarnik does, however, differentiate between er (also 'r) and re (also r'). He writes er in words like saperva, terdno, widerl, merselza, and savershanik, where -er-reflects a sequence *-ъr-or *-ьr-. He also writes p'rməknía and perdirjati, with -er-from reduced *-ri-, and gertúne, which Pleteršnik regards as a variant of the elsewhere attested gratúne. Other sequences of -r-plus a reduced vowel are, however, reflected as -re-: wìſtrelíti, bressoben, gredò, ſprehájati, and in the prefixes res-(esp. r'sbieſhat) and pre-. I think these cases must be regarded as etymological spellings for phonetic [ər] . The fact that Jarnik spells per, p'rməknía, and perdirjati with -er-, rather than with -re-must be motivated by a desire to separate it from the prefix pre-< *prě-. In the case of gertúne, Jarnik probably did not know that the word also existed in other dialects, and hence he could not know that the vowel originally followed the -r-. I conclude that Jarnik only had a sequence [ər] , which can phonemically be interpreted as a vocalic /r/.
Finally, Jarnik uses the letters v, b, and w to write phonemes that reflect earlier *v. Of these three, v is the most common and seems to be the default choice. Above, I cited Jarnik 1842: 54, where he states that there is a phonetic difference between v before the vowels i and e and v in other positions. Before i and e, v sounds "kao němački w". In fact, Jarnik writes w before i or e instead of v on several occasions.
We find widati next to vidijò, Wiſprija next to Viſprijani, and also sap'wiedov, ſwèt, ſwét, nowega, hliewe, and the prefix wi-. In shiwlenje, w is attested before a resonant followed by a front vowel. Once, w is attested before o, viz. in wishoworiti. This corresponds to present day Potschach žəƀrîti, with ƀ from *v before -ri-(cf. žəƀlènje), without an intermediate -o-. The second -o-of wishoworiti seems to be etymological, rather than real. Before a and u, w never occurs. The same distribution is found for b in those few cases where it reflects earlier *v. We find shoboriti, r'zbieſhat (cf. Pleteršnik razvẹśiti), and bélbano (from German wölben), in three separate letters. In the present-day dialect, *v and *b have merged before *i, *e, and *ě. Evidently, this had already happened in Jarnik's time, which is why he writes b in these cases. The fact that we often find v where we would expect b or w is due to Jarnik's efforts to standardize his spelling, a desire we have come across before in this paper.
It has already been pointed out that the focus of Jarnik's discussions of his own dialect was at least as much ethnological, as it was linguistic. On several occasions, he gives grammatical or phonetic details about the dialect, but for the most part he is interested in providing Primic and Kopitar with interesting dialect vocabulary, sayings, folklore, and songs. In order to show to what extend Jarnik edited his language to look more like the central Slovene dialects, I have included the following folk song. This song was written down by Jarnik in his letter to Kopitar from 12 Feb. 1814 (Prunč 1974: 79-80 The standardization this song had undergone seems to have been employed quite regularly. This is a good example of the understanding Jarnik had of the phonological differences between his native dialect and the central Slovene dialects. The diphthong -ie-is only used in the dialectal forms nie, nieſo, and nieſim, elsewhere Jarnik writes -é-: lét, lép, shé (she), lubésen, and bélo. Jarnik consistently writes l where the dialect has w for an etymological *l: bila, vedala, mlada, vidila, rekla, bélo , and berzagala. In word-final position, we find -m where the dialect has -n for etymological -m: ſédem, nieſim, ſim. Examples like ſem bila and bom berzagala are ambiguous, because, in the present-day dialect, a word-final -n is realised as [-m] before a following b-. The form ſhéſtnajst probably replaces dialectal ſhéſtnéjst, with raising of *a to é before tautosyllabic -j-. Similarly, Jarnik uses standardized sdaj next to dialectal sdej. Completely adapted is odgovori for odshewri vel sim. (cf. showoriti). Lexical influence from central Slovene dialects can probably be seen in ko, for which Jarnik writes ki in a previous letter to Kopitar (letter no. 8, Prunč 1971: 102) , nowadays kə, and in kaj for koj (although Jarnik uses both koj and kaj as dialectal forms in letter no. 8, idem: 102-103). Further use of standardized forms can neither be proven, nor ruled out; a form like vſelej is not attested in any later data from the Gailtal, but it cannot be ruled out that it was used in the Gailtal dialect in Jarnik's days.
In spite of the standardization Jarnik employs, the song still contains quite a few dialectal features. Most dialectal features that have been preserved are lexical, and the phonological differences with the central dialects are mostly obscured by the standardization. A phonological feature that Jarnik did not standardise is the use of plain l where standard spelling has lj: pole, lubésen, lubeja (cf. present day Asg. lûbija), and kaple. As a result, Jarnik does not differentiate between the reflexes of PSl. *l and *l' here. This difference is generally retained in Slovene and its dialects, either through an opposition l vs. lj, or through an opposition w vs. l. The fem. loc. sg. ending -ej in najvishej (najviſhej?) and in Kloſterſkej is a dialectal grammatical feature, as is the use of the conditional béſte. Some other dialectal forms are: ſim for ſem, vrate for vrata, gre for gor, sgoni for svoni, drujega for drugega, ko for kot, nje for njen, kej for kje (cf. in the Obir dialect qé:j). Also dialectal, if not merely a metrical variant, is bla for bila, but with standard l instead of w. The use of the definite article in ta perva, te sadnje, and tej viſhi Nuni is also a feature of the Gailtal dialect.
It can be concluded that the dialectal phonological features of those words and texts that Jarnik presents as dialectal can in most cases only be identified with the help of later sources. Jarnik consciously attempts to spell his dialect so that it is easy to read for Primic and Kopitar. He does this by standardizing the spelling. As a result, many of the dialectal features become obscured. However, the variation between standardized and non-standardized spelling provides us with information about the phonology of Jarnik's dialect. The picture we get of the dialect corresponds to data from later sources in almost every detail.
7 The contribution of Jarnik's material to the knowledge of the Gailtal dialect is therefore mainly lexical.
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Lexicon
This lexicon compiles all words that have been labeled by Jarnik as being used in the Gailtal in one way or another (see above for discussion of the problems related to the selection of the material). The sources for the lexicon are Jarnik's letters to Primic and Kopitar. The letter in which a word is attested is indicated between brackets with a P for Primic or a K for Kopitar, followed by the number of the letter in the respective collection. Specification of the meaning of words that are in some way related to the Gailtal costume is obtained through citation from an article by Jarnik in the "Vaterländische Blätter für den Österreichischen Kaiserstaat" of 1813 (which I did not have access to) by Makarovič and Dolenc 1992: 20-21 Priestly 2005: 179) . In my view, this care is certainly justified. The problematic nature of some of Paulsen's material could well be due to the way in which he presents his material, rather than to sloppy work, such as is the case in Gumperz's work (ibidem). It is certainly preferable to use Grafenauer's data instead of Paulsen's data whenever possible until a thorough review of Paulsen's work has been given. The abbreviations that have been used in the lexicon are the following:
7 An example of an archaism is kvobaſa, which seems to indicate that w had not yet disappeared between a consonant and an unstressed ə, as in present day kəbása, Logar kəƀá:sà. Other dialectal features, like the development of *sl to šl (e.g., in ſhliſhāā), have been attested in later sources as well.
8 A lexicological research of Jarnik's poetry has been undertaken by Erich Prunč in his three-volume work Urban . Textologische Grundlagen und lexikologische Untersuchung seiner Sprache. According to Prunč, the number of dialectisms in Jarnik's poetry is very low. The words that can be attributed to Jarnik's native dialect with any certainty are fača, niri, planinčica, poljubiti, poljubovati, and toti. For phonetic reasons, gniva and razgnetiti can be added to this list (Prunč 1988: 221f.) .
imperative L locative al (K8; P22) 'if, whether' = al bandérar (P15) 'flag bearer at a wedding' bélbano (K1) {fAsg.} 'vaulted', cf. bệlb 'vault' bélo (K10) {fAsg.} 'white' beſednik (P15) 'speaker at a wedding' beſeduvati (P15) 'to speak at a wedding; be wordy' berzagala (K10) {l-ptc. fsg.} 'to loose hope, become desperate' béſn, béſi, bé, béſmo, béſte, béſo, béſva, béſta (P15; K8; K10) {123sg., 123pl., 1(2)3du.} irrealis 'would be' = bẹśn etc. bi (K8) conditional auxiliary verb = bə bív (K8) {l-ptc. msg.} 'to be' = bîw bívesh (P15) 'spring', cf. zbîwaža 'in spring' bjedra (P15) 'barrel of a certain size (containing "7 Maaß")' bla (K10) {l-ptc. fsg.} 'to be' bom, boſh, bode (bo), bômì (P22; P29; P36; K8; K10) {123sg., 1pl.} future 'will be' = bôn, bôš, bôde, bômo brésa (K8) {PN} name of cow or goat with white stripes, cf. brẹźa 'birch tree' bressoben (P15) 'toothless' bressobniza (P15) 'toothless woman' brieg, brégu (K8) {Nsg. Dsg.} 'slope' = brîəg, brẹǵu play the double bass' bunkavz (P15) 'double bass player' buntara (K8) meaning unknown búzati (P15) 'to stab' buzhize (P15) 'straw made of pine wood fibers' dar (K1) 'when (rel.)' = dr de (K8) 'that (conj.) = da délavzi (P36) {Npl.} 'worker' = Log. 
'to be alive with, swarm with' = Graf. grməlẹtė germovla (P15) 'ant' = grmàwla, Graf grmọẁla gertúne (P15) 'plaited container on a waggon' gledat (K10) {sup.} 'to look at' glíha, gliha, gliho (K1) {fNsg., fAsg.} 'equal' = glîh gnój (P36) 'dung' = gnûj, Log. a g̶ nù:əj, Log.
b γnù:əi̯ godajo (K8) {pres. 3pl.} 'to play (an instrument)' = gódoo golído, golido (P15; K8) {Asg.} 'milking pail' = gəlída gora (P36) 'mountain' = gwòra, Log. a g̶ u̯ árà, Graf. gò a ra gorenzh (K8) present active participle 'to burn' (?), Paul. gərèņč goſpued (K8) {Asg.} 'parson' cf.
gəspûəd. gre (K10) 'up' gredò, gredo (K13; K10) {pres.3pl.} 'to go' = grdó haja (P15) 'clumsy, unrefined woman' hiſha (P36) 'house' = šíša, Log. a , Log. b ší:šà hliewe (K8) {Lsg.} 'stable' = hlîəbe hòta (P15) 'pig', cf. hôtəč hotezh (P15) 'piglet' = hôtəč hòtlív (P15) 'sexually aroused' hranili (K8) {l-ptc. mpl} 'to keep' = hránəli hvadno (K1) {Asg.} 'cold' ieserniza (P15) 'a stream that empties into a lake' in (K8) 'and' = n, only in numerals is (P36) 'from' ispíti (P36) 'to finish (a drink, a glass)' ispo (K8) {Asg.} 'room' = îspo jamizo (P36) {Asg.} dim. (?) 'hole' je (K1; P36; K10) 'is' {pres.3sg.} = je jeſ (K1) 'I' = jəz. The final voiceless consonant is probably due to the fact that the following words starts with a p-. jeden (P32) 'one' = jèdn, Graf.
i̯ è a dn̥ jèrek (P15) 'bitter' = jèrk jiſhzhi (K1) {ipv.2sg.} 'to seek, look for' = jəšči, Graf. jəščan {pres.1sg.} jiemo (K8) {pres. 1pl.} 'to eat' = íəmo, Log. b í:ən {pres.1sg.} jutre͡ a (K8) 'tomorrow' = jùtre k' (K10) 'to' = k k'leti (K8) 'next year' (?), cf. léto kej (K10) 'where?' kój, koj, kaj (K1; P36; K8; K10) 'what' = koj kakor (K1) 'how (rel.)' = kâkr kamba (P15) 'knot, bow', cf. kambati se 'go arm in arm', kamba 'doorknob' kamro (K1) {Asg.} 'room' kánterzh (P15) 'cabinet "um Gläser oder andere kleine Sachen aufzubehalten"' kaple (K10) {Apl.} 'drop' kar (K10) 'what (relative)' = kaȑ karèta (P15) 'type of wagon, "einspänniger Wagen mit einer größeren Ladtruge für Weinfässer"' kávka (P15) 'simple-minded female' kávkej (P15) 'simple-minded male' ke, ki, k' (K1; K8; K10) 'who (rel.)' = kə kervi (K10) {Gsg.} 'blood' = krbi kloſhter, kloſtri (K10) {Asg., Lsg.} 'monastery' kloſhterſka, kloſhterſkej (K10) {fNsg., fDsg.} 'of the monastery' ko (K10) 'when' = kə ko (K10) 'than' = kə kobílza (P15) 'fever' kolavtra (P29) "Person oder Sache, die eine radförmige Bewegung macht" koleda, kolede (P30) {Npl.} 'someone who sings monotonously' koleduvanje (P30) 'singing in a choir' koleduvati (P30) 'to sing in a choir' kòrat (P15) 'pagan mythical figure, who is seen in the relief of the moon and who causes the moon to wax by pouring water from a jug' koróruvanje (P30) 'singing in a choir' koróruvati (P30) 'to sing in a choir' kosha (P36) 'skin' = kọža, Log.
